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floor bright white can save some money on
lighting. While white walls look great, they can
become hot if not lit properly. Painting your
kitchen a light and bright white can save you a
lot on lighting because white surfaces reflect
the light back towards the ceiling. White
ceilings also make the room look bigger than it
is. Getting rid of floor shadows will also make



the room appear wider. The surface of the floor
will become the mirror that reflects the light to
the other areas of the room. For a floor that is
a little too dark, the easiest way to brighten it
is by painting it white. Painting the floor with
white paint or wallpapering is one of the best
ways to achieve this effect. Another easy way
to brighten a dark floor is to use a floor lamp
that you can place in a corner of the room. It
will be a good idea to replace the standard
lamp that is in your kitchen with a floor lamp,
if you don’t have one already. Changing out
your standard lighting for floor lamps is the
quickest way to brighten up a room. The floor
lamp will come with a shade that will keep the
light from being scattered around the room. If
you already have floor lamps, you should
consider installing a ceiling light. These lights
will come with lights that will be mounted
above the lamps. This is the best solution if you
have a room that already has many lamps or if
you want to install more. A good ceiling light



will make your room feel brighter and cleaner.
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